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OrderNo;02 15.10.2022

with record received from the court of ASJ-II, Orakzai.

Register.

Mr. Qaiser Siddique Advocate, counsel for the

petitioners present. He seeks time for arguments.

18.10.2022.

Order No.03 18.10.2022 Mr. Qaisar Siddique Advocate, counsel for the

petitioner present.

Petitioner seeks transfer of his case pending before

the learned CJ/JM-I, Kalaya, to the court of Judicial

Magistrate at Baber Mela Hangu or Kohat on the pretext

of serious threats to his life and the hardships of journey

facing by petitioner while travelling from his native

I heard arguments of counsel for the petitioner and

perused the record.

Perusal of case file shows that the petitioner, being

complainant, has charged the accused Arsalan Jaan and

others for attempting at his life at coal mine Chapri Feroz
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pillage to Orakzai.

Allowed. Case file be; put up for arguments on

.Order ;or other Proceedings-^with.^Signature of Judge or^ 
'Magistrate and that of parties or counsel where necessary. r

J.
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®brder or 
proceedings

. -1 . .

(SHAUKAT AHM^D KHAN) 
District & Sessions Judge, 

Orakzai at Baber Mela



Case Title:  

or

Kalaya which falls within the territorial jurisdiction of

Judicial Magistrate, Kalaya. The petitioner is still running

complaint of security threat over there, so the question of

threat while attending the court which is also situated at

Kalaya, Moreover, while

determining the place of trial, it is the place where the

complainant or accused which determine the place of

trial. Furthermore, this court has no jurisdiction to transfer

the case from District Orakzai to any other court of

competent jurisdiction at District Kohat. The petition

being without merits, dismissed. Consign. Record of the

trial be returned forthwith with copy of this order for

information.

,3, Dated:FIR no. J u/s PS

(SHAUKAT A^MAD KHAN) 
District & Sessions Judge, 

Orakzai at Baber Mela
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Khel, Kalaya, within the territorial limits of Police Station
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Pronounced:
18.10.2022
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Contin.
Order No.03

IN THE COURT OF SESSIONS JUDGE, ORAKZAI AT BABER MELA

a business of coal mine situated at Kalaya having no
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Order or other Proceedings with Signature of Judge 
Magistrate and that of parties or counsel where necessary.

occurrence took place and not the residence of

is not understandable.


